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INTRODUCTION

Big data is transforming the U.S. economy, spawning new companies and industries at the same time as it generates fresh solutions in the fields of health, education, business, the environment, and many other critical areas.1 In but one of many examples, data analysts working with health professionals are using big data to identify those likely to suffer from diabetes and provide these individuals with preventative care.2 “Lest there be any doubt: big data saves lives.”3

The picture, however, is not all so rosy. In the absence of legal limits, a company could take the very same ability to identify those who will likely suffer from diabetes and use it to limit these individuals’ access to jobs, loans, insurance or housing. Stanger things are already happening. For example, a credit card provider has employed a “behavioral” scoring model to reduce the credit it makes available to those who use their cards to pay for marriage counseling, psychotherapy, billiards, automobile tire retreading, or a number of other disfavored items.4 Companies often treat their predictive models as heavily guarded secrets and many such practices are not yet known.5 Still, it is clear that a growing number of businesses are using big data to make important eligibility determinations.6

---
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predictions increasingly determine “people’s life opportunities – to borrow money, work, travel, obtain housing, get into college, and far more.”

Such practices can threaten both privacy and equal opportunity. They injure privacy when, without notice to or the consent of the individuals concerned, they infer and potentially reveal sensitive information such as pregnancy status, sexual orientation, political and religious views, or drug use. They can result in unfair discrimination when the disfavored attributes further correlate to a particular race, religion, gender or other protected class so that the model ends up denying important life opportunities to people in these vulnerable groups.

The privacy and discriminatory harms just described are relatively clear. Others, of equal importance, are less so. For example, assume that predictive analytics shows certain people to be more likely to contract adult onset diabetes, and that a lender denies loans to these individuals. Such a practice could be seen as harmful. It infers sensitive information without notice or consent. It may also deny important life opportunities to people who act to keep themselves healthy and so never actually suffer from the disease, thereby frustrating core notions of fairness and free will. Alternatively, the practice could be seen as be socially beneficial if it makes the business more efficient and reduces the overall cost of credit. So, which is it: harmful, or beneficial? The answer is not entirely clear. To ascertain it, one would have to engage in a complicated balancing of benefits and risks. Many companies today are struggling with just such judgment calls.

It is vital that they make them intelligently. This is so first and foremost for the well-being of the individuals concerned. But it is also critical for the big data economy itself. Significant voices are starting to criticize big data for its perceived privacy and discriminatory impacts. Left unaddressed, these concerns could generate a backlash against data analytics that would shackle this emerging sector.

---
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for decades to come. In order to prevent this, and so to achieve big data's full potential, society needs way to balance big data's benefits against its potential harms and so to distinguish predictive practices that are in bounds, from those that are not.

Policymakers have largely failed to provide an effective model for making these determinations. The much-heralded 2014 White House report on big data is a case in point. It highlights potential privacy and discriminatory impacts and identifies the "hard question[] we must reckon with: how to balance the socially beneficial uses of big data with the harms to privacy and other values" that it can cause. However, it offers neither an answer to this question, nor even a clear pathway for arriving at one. Companies, government agencies and others that employ big data need a way to distinguish the appropriate uses from the inappropriate ones. Yet they lack access to a broadly-accepted set of guidelines for doing so. This leaves a huge unmet need in the law and policy of data analytics. The field is growing by leaps and bounds. Yet the critical framework needed to define and promote responsible big data practice is missing.

This Article offers a way to fill this gap. Building on prescient work in this area, it argues that the Federal Trade Commission's "unfairness authority" provides a useful, legally-grounded framework for determining whether or not particular big data uses are appropriate or inappropriate, fair or unfair. As will be further explained below, Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act authorizes the FTC to identify, and declare unlawful, "unfair" business acts and practices. Two aspects of this authority make it well-suited to addressing big data. First, in determining whether a given act is or is not "unfair," the FTC Act requires the Commission to weigh its costs and its benefits. The FTC's unfairness authority could, accordingly, provide a vehicle for comparing a given big data use's benefits and harms and so for determining whether it is "fair."

---
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The Act also has another advantageous feature. It not only authorizes the FTC to engage in cost-benefit balancing; it also provides it with a framework for doing so. Concerned that the Commissioners would rely too heavily on their own, subjective views on which business activities were or were not fair, Congress instructed the Commission to ground its decisions in “established public policies.” This is helpful. In assessing the fairness of big data, the FTC need not—indeed it cannot—immerse itself in intractable, philosophical questions of what constitutes a privacy injury, or what separates beneficial from harmful discrimination. Instead, Congress has instructed it to look to existing laws and policies. Relying on such “established public policies,” the FTC should be able to construct a framework — grounded in law — that will allow it to distinguish beneficial from harmful big data predictions. What are privacy injuries and harmful discrimination? They are what Congress and other policy-making bodies have determined them to be. The FTC feasibly can apply such a criterion. Even before it does so, companies and other big data users can employ it to build a framework for acceptable big data use, reduce their risk and make the big data economy more sustainable.

This Article begins by describing big data, the tremendous benefits that it provides, and the potential threats to privacy and equality that it poses. It then provides an account of the FTC’s unfairness authority. It explains how the Commission might use this authority to distinguish big data practices that are appropriate and fair, from those that are not. This raises a significant legal question. Were the FTC to apply its unfairness authority to big data, would it be acting within the scope of its statutory jurisdiction? Is the FTC Act sufficiently broad to encompass such a task? To answer this, the Article turns to the latest word on the FTC’s unfairness authority and the scope of the FTC Act: the 2014 case of FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp., currently on appeal to Third Circuit Court of Appeals. In an original reading of this much-discussed case, it shows that the Wyndham decision both supports FTC’s authority to regulate big data practices and provides further guidance on how the Commission should go about doing so. It concludes that the FTC may well have legal authority to address big data’s negative impacts, and so to unlock its many benefits.

WHAT IS BIG DATA?

Some define big data in terms of its volume—the massive data sets that it employs. Others add two additional key attributes—big data’s ability to blend and
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analyze a variety of different types of data, and the tremendous velocity with which it carries out these operations. They put these three elements together and explain big data in terms of "the 3 Vs: Volume, Variety, and Velocity." The three Vs are necessary, but not sufficient, to describe big data. Big data also possesses another attribute that is central to the benefits it creates and the threats that it poses. It uses correlations to generate accurate and actionable predictions.

A familiar example illustrates the workings and value of this predictive capacity. Amazon.com knows the purchasing history of each of its tens of millions of customers. This allows it to calculate the likelihood, for any two items that it sells, that a customer who purchased one of these items also purchased the other. In most instances, that probability is small. But for some product combinations it is very large. Amazon.com takes these strong correlations and uses them to predict the preferences of its current customers. Where such a customer has purchased or even spent time looking at one of the correlated items, the company predicts that he or she may also be interested in the other. Thus, if one goes on Amazon.com and searches for Harry Potter Paperback Box Set the site will inform the visitor that those who bought this product also purchased the Percy Jackson and the Olympians 5-book paperback boxed set, and the Hunger Games Trilogy boxed set. Amazon.com's correlation-based predictions of consumer preferences have turned out to be highly accurate and valuable. Its recommendation system is responsible for roughly a third of its current sales. As this example illustrates, "predictions based on correlations lie at the heart of big data."

**BIG DATA'S BENEFITS, AND THREATS**

The benefits of big data are, in large part, the benefits that flow from this capacity to predict the future. Businesses can make use of this ability. Amazon.com employs it to market its products. Other companies employ big data to predict which new songs are most likely to become popular and purchase the rights to

data sets so large and complex that they become difficult to process using available database management tools or traditional data-processing applications.
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them,\textsuperscript{33} or to assess how all Twitter messages ("tweets") within a certain time period correlate with stock market performance, and so predict how the market is likely to move in the future.\textsuperscript{34} These are but a few of the many, many business applications for big data.

Big data’s benefits go well beyond the commercial realm. Data analysts use correlations to predict who is likely to get diabetes or other diseases so that they can counsel them on how to avoid these illnesses.\textsuperscript{35} They use big data to discern which medical treatments are likely to work for which types of people, and so to provide better medical care.\textsuperscript{36} They employ it to anticipate when a bridge or engine is likely to give out and preemptively repair it before a problem occurs.\textsuperscript{37} They use it to tell which students are likely to struggle in school and so provide them with the appropriate educational resources.\textsuperscript{38} In these ways and others big data can enhance health, education, safety and other important social goals.

Big data’s power to predict also has a dark side. It can be employed in ways that harm privacy and equal opportunity. Target’s controversial use of big data helps to illustrate this. Apparently, the best time to get customers to commit to a new retail chain is at the moment of a major life change, such as the birth of a child.\textsuperscript{39} Target and other retailers accordingly review birth listings, identify those who have recently had a child and mail advertisements and coupons to them.\textsuperscript{40} Several years ago, Target decided to try and get to the new mothers first. It wanted to market baby goods to them when they were pregnant. The question was how to determine whether a particular woman was pregnant. Big data provided the answer.\textsuperscript{41}

Target already possessed a massive database of customer purchases.\textsuperscript{42} By comparing this data with public birth listings and in-store baby shower registries, the company was able to identify about two dozen items that pregnant customers commonly purchased in the months before they gave birth—things like unscented body lotion, calcium supplements, and hand sanitizers.\textsuperscript{43} It then took this profile and applied it to its database of current customers.\textsuperscript{44} Where a woman had recently purchased many items on the list, Target assigned her a high "pregnancy prediction score"\textsuperscript{45} and sent her baby-related advertisements and coupons.\textsuperscript{46}

Some months after the company implemented the strategy a man entered a

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{33} See id. at 58. \textsuperscript{34} Id. at 92–93. \textsuperscript{35} See Big Data for All, supra note 2, at 245–47 (providing other examples where statistical data was used to predict patterns in large datasets); NYU Press Release, supra note 3. \textsuperscript{36} MAYER-SCHÖNBERGER & CUKIER, supra note 2, at 60. \textsuperscript{37} See id. at 58–59. \textsuperscript{38} See id. at 195. \textsuperscript{39} See generally Charles Duhigg, How Companies Learn Your Secrets, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 16, 2012), http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/19/magazine/shopping-habits.html. \textsuperscript{40} Id. \textsuperscript{41} See generally id. \textsuperscript{42} Id. \textsuperscript{43} Id. \textsuperscript{44} Id. \textsuperscript{45} Id. \textsuperscript{46} See id.}
Target store and complained that the company was sending his fifteen-year-old daughter baby-related coupons. 47 "Are you trying to encourage her to get pregnant?" he demanded. 48 The manager apologized profusely and the man left. 49 Shortly thereafter, the manager called to apologize again and found that the formerly indignant father was now embarrassed and apologetic. 50 He had had a conversation with his daughter. It turned out that she was pregnant after all. 51 Target had known before he had.

This example helps to illustrate the two main harms that big data's predictive analytics can create. First, Target's mailing of the pregnancy-related coupons to the young woman's home revealed her pregnancy to her father without her consent. This injured her privacy. 52 To appreciate the second major harm, it helps to modify slightly the facts. Assume that, having figured out who was likely to be pregnant, Target decided to use the insight, not to market baby items, but to deny job interviews to female applicants with high pregnancy prediction scores. Such a practice would privilege men over women. This would constitute a form of invidious discrimination—discrimination against a protected class. 53 Many would agree that such actions were harmful, and probably illegal. 54 Were a company to utilize a profile that inadvertently discriminated against a protected class—say, by using an algorithm that sought to deny loans to those most likely to have a heart attack but inadvertently singled out a particular racial group 55—this might constitute disparate impact discrimination. 56 The crux of the issue, however, lies in those cases where the harm is even less clear-cut. Assume that a lender employed big data to identify and deny loans to those most likely to suffer a heart attack, and did so without discriminating against a particular racial group or other protected class. Should society see this as a harmful form of discrimination?

This hypothetical is not far from reality. Several large insurance firms have been testing whether they can use data gleaned from a wide variety of online and offline sources to predict which insurance applicants are likely to suffer from high blood

---
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53 Mark MacCarthy, supra note 19 at 456 (2011) (defining invidious discrimination as decisions based on "protected categories").
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56 See Omer Tene & Jules Polonetsky, Judged by the Tin Man: Individual Rights in the Age of Big Data, 11 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 351, 358-59 (2013) [hereinafter Tin Man] (discussing situations in which apparently neutral data analytics can mask discrimination against a protected class); Barocas, supra note 13, at 31–43.
pressure, depression, or diabetes, and so to identify high-risk applicants.\textsuperscript{57} Two leading experts on big data law and policy explain that, with the rise of this new predictive capability, “the danger to us as individuals shifts from privacy to probability: algorithms will predict the likelihood that one will get a heart attack (and pay more for health insurance), default on a mortgage (and be denied a loan), or commit a crime.”\textsuperscript{58} A 2014 White House report entitled \textit{Big Data: Seizing Opportunities, Preserving Values}, concludes that, while predictive scores “may be generated for marketing purposes, they can also in practice be used similarly to regulated credit scores in ways that influence an individuals’ [sic] opportunities to find housing, forecast their job security, or estimate their health, outside of [existing legal protections].”\textsuperscript{59} Federal Trade Commission Chairwoman Edith Ramirez is concerned that predictive inferences will judge individuals “not because of what they’ve done, or what they will do in the future, but because inferences or correlations drawn by algorithms suggest they may behave in ways that make them poor credit or insurance risks, unsuitable candidates for employment or admission to schools or other institutions, or unlikely to carry out certain functions.”\textsuperscript{60}

Denying employment, loans, housing, insurance, or other important opportunities and goods to those deemed to be at greater risk of a heart attack would not constitute invidious discrimination since these individuals would not fit the legal definition of “disabled” and so would not be members of a protected class.\textsuperscript{61} But would it be harmful? This is not an easy question to answer. Clearly, withholding jobs, loans, insurance, or housing imposes a significant cost on those denied access to them. Moreover, it seems unjust to deny these vital life opportunities to people who may never experience a heart attack and may even take steps to prevent one. From the perspective of the business, however, this sorting produces benefits. Assuming that they can identify those with a greater chance of a heart attack, and that these individuals really do perform less well as employees, borrowers, tenants, and life insurance customers, a company could justifiably be worried about transacting with them.

So is this potential use of big data—and the many others like it—harmful, or

\textsuperscript{57} Leslie Scism & Mark Maremont, \textit{Insurers Test Data Profiles to Identify Risky Clients}, WALL ST. J. (Nov. 19, 2010, 12:01 AM), \url{http://online.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748704648604575604575620750998072986}.
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\textsuperscript{61} To qualify as “disabled” under the Americans with Disabilities Act, a person’s condition must interfere, or be perceived to interfere, with a major life activity. Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), Pub. L. No. 110-325, § 3, 122 Stat. 3553, 3555 (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 12102(1) (2012)) (defining “disability”). For the purposes of the Act “major life activities include, but are not limited to, caring for oneself, performing manual tasks, seeing, hearing, eating, sleeping, walking, standing, lifting, bending, speaking, breathing, learning, reading, concentrating, thinking, communicating, and working.” 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2) (defining “major life activity”). Those who were at risk of a heart attack, but had not yet experienced one, would not meet this definition.
beneficial? That is one of the key questions that big data poses for law and policy, for business, and for society more generally. As the big data economy continues to grow, it will arise with greater and greater urgency. As was mentioned above, the 2014 White House report on big data frames the problem well. It identifies the central, "hard question[] we must reckon with: how to balance the socially beneficial uses of big data with the harms to privacy and other values" that it can cause. The problem is that neither it, nor any other publicly-endorsed set of policies or principles, offers a way to answer this question.

THE FTC’S UNFAIRNESS JURISDICTION

The Federal Trade Commission’s Section 5 “unfairness authority” may provide a solution. Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act authorizes the FTC to identify, and enforce against, “unfair or deceptive acts or practices” that affect commerce. The Commission has largely focused on its “deceptiveness authority,” bringing enforcement actions against companies that promise to protect customer data but then, deceptively, fail to do so. When it comes to big data, the question is not so much whether a company acts in accordance with its promises, but whether it actions are appropriate or inappropriate; fair, or unfair. The FTC’s unfairness jurisdiction is a promising place to look for a regulatory answer.

Under the Federal Trade Commission Act, the FTC can declare an act or practice to be unfair if it: (1) “causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers;” (2) the injury “is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves;” and (3) the injury is “not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.” These three criteria map well onto big data’s predictive profiling. Together, they provide a regulatory mechanism, grounded in existing law, capable of weighing the costs and benefits of particular big data uses and determining, on balance, whether they are beneficial or harmful.

---
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66 In his perceptive article, New Directions in Privacy: Disclosure, Unfairness and Externalities, Mark MacCarthy focuses on privacy and personal information generally, rather than on big data. MacCarthy, supra note 19, at 426. However, MacCarthy does discuss data mining and, in a very helpful analysis, identifies the potential for discrimination, the need to balance the harms and benefits of personal data use, and the suitability of the FTC’s unfairness authority to this end. See id. at 454–56, 468, 474–91. Where MacCarthy’s article and this one’s analysis part company is in their visions of how the unfairness approach should actually work. MacCarthy divides the uses of personal information into three categories: “public benefit use,” “the realm of choice,” and “impermissible uses.” Id. at 474–84. As he sees it, data mining injuries other than invidious discrimination fall into the second category and, as such, should be governed by a regime of “notice and affirmative consent.” Id. at 496. By contrast, as is
Substantial Injury to Consumers

In order to meet the first criterion, a business practice must create a “substantial injury” to a consumer. These injuries can consist of monetary, economic, health-related, or other types of tangible harm. Injuries are “substantial” where they are more than “trivial or speculative.” Clearly, diminished access to jobs, loans, housing, insurance, or other important goods and life opportunities can impose damage that is neither speculative nor trivial. Big data’s privacy and discriminatory impacts accordingly constitute “substantial injuries” and meet the first element of the Section 5 unfairness test.

Not Reasonably Avoidable

Under the second element, these injuries must “not be reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves.” The idea here is that, where consumers are able to avoid injuries through their market choices, it would be paternalistic for the FTC to step in and protect them. Regulatory action is appropriate only where there is an “obstacle to the free exercise of consumer decisionmaking [sic].” This element seeks to separate those instances in which consumers can protect themselves, from those in which they cannot.

Big data’s privacy and discriminatory harms would appear to fall squarely into the latter category. Few consumers can become aware of and achieve control over the collection of their personal information. Fewer still can understand how companies use data analytics to infer additional information about them and make decisions that affect them. Consumers cannot protect themselves against big data’s privacy or discriminatory impacts through their market choices. These injuries meet the second Section 5 unfairness element.

explained below, this article would apply the cost-benefit balancing approach to all big data applications that injure privacy or equality and would not rely on a notice and consent mechanism.
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69 MacCarthy, supra note 19, at 484.
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Outweighed by Countervailing Benefits

The third element asks whether the activity’s harms are outweighed by its "countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition." Courts, commentators and the FTC itself interpret this criterion to require a cost-benefit analysis. In assessing it, the FTC generally balances the costs that the activity imposes on consumers against the benefits it creates for consumers and for business.

Consider the example set out above in which lenders identify those who have a higher risk of heart attack and then limit these individuals’ access to loans. Such practices harm the individuals who been denied credit. They also undermine fundamental societal commitments to fairness and free will. On the other hand, they benefit both to the lenders and consumers who may, as a result of this practice, enjoy lower interest rates. The third element would require the FTC to weigh the harms against the benefits. That is exactly the kind of balancing analysis that society needs to undertake in order to distinguish useful and appropriate big data analyses, from harmful and inappropriate ones.

How to carry out such a balancing? The FTC Act once again offers useful instruction. It states that, “[i]n determining whether an act or practice is unfair, the Commission may consider established public policies as evidence to be considered with all other evidence. However, such public policy considerations may not serve as a primary basis for such determination.” As was mentioned above, Congress added this language in 1994 to constrain FTC discretion. Critics had asserted that the Commission was finding business practices to be unfair based solely on its own, subjective view of whether the actions offended “public policy.” Congress sought to make it clear that the FTC must rely on established public policies in making such determinations. It further clarified that the Commission could not rely on established policies as the “primary basis” for its unfairness decisions, but must carefully apply each of the three congressionally-defined unfairness elements. In this way, Congress limited the FTC’s unfairness authority and required that the Commission tether its exercise of this power to established legal and policy precedents.

In the big data area, the most relevant “established public policies” concern privacy and discrimination. Thus, in determining whether or not a given big data

74 Int’l Harvester, 104 F.T.C. at 1070, 1073 (stating that FTC will not find a practice to be unfair “unless it is injurious in its net effects”); MacCarthy, supra note 19, at 487 (stating that the test is whether “the harm is . . . outweighed by a greater social good”); Beales, supra note 68 (stating that the Section 5’s unfairness prong creates a net benefit test); David L. Belt, Should the FTC’s Current Criteria for Determining “Unfair Acts or Practices” be Applied to State “Little FTC Acts”? , THE ANTITRUST SOURCE 1, 11 (Feb. 2010), available at http://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/publishing/antitrust_source/Feb10_Belt2_25f.authcheckdam.pdf.
75 Beales, supra note 68.
77 Belt, supra note 74, at 2.
78 Beales, supra note 68; see Belt, supra note 74, at 2–3 (discussing the criteria for determining unfairness).
practice is unfair, the Commission should consider such established laws and policies as:

- Constitutional doctrines of privacy, equal protection and due process;
- Privacy statutes such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act;\(^7\)
- Judicially recognized privacy torts;
- Anti-discrimination laws such as Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (prohibiting employment discrimination),\(^6\) the Fair Housing Act,\(^7\) the Americans with Disabilities Act,\(^1\) and the Equal Credit Opportunity Act;\(^2\)
- Rules governing racial profiling;
- Statutes, such as the Genetic Information Non-discrimination Act,\(^4\) that limit companies' ability to use personal information for insurance, employment and other eligibility decisions.
- State laws limiting employer use of employee social media postings for hiring or promotion decisions; and
- The FTC's own unfair business practices precedents.

This existing set of legal and policy doctrines can provide a scaffolding on which the FTC can hang its unfairness determinations. In so doing, it can make the Commission's findings about particular big data practices less subjective, give the FTC established parameters within which to operate, and provide it with a foundation on which to moor its decision-making.

It can also provide much-needed guidance to industry. Months, and perhaps years, will pass before the FTC regulates big data comprehensively. During this period, companies seeking to act responsibly and protect their good reputations will need a framework for determining which big data uses are appropriate, and which are not. Two think tanks have begun to develop risk-based approaches that companies can employ to structure their big data operations.\(^8\) The Section 5
unfairness framework offers another set of benchmarks—one grounded, not just on sound thinking, but also on the established legal precedents set out above. Further research is required to synthesize the relevant "established public policies" and arrange them in a framework that big data companies, and the FTC itself, could use to make these fairness determinations.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF WYNDHAM V. FTC

This Article has argued that the FTC's Section 5 unfairness authority is well suited to the regulation of big data. This assumes that the Commission actually has the legal authority to use its unfairness jurisdiction in this way. Does it?

The FTC's prior experience with its unfairness authority suggests that the answer to this question is anything but clear. In the 1970's, the FTC aggressively employed its unfairness authority to limit business practices that it believed to be unfair.86 Critics accused the Commission of assessing unfairness based on the Commissioners' own, subjective views as to which business practices were desirable and which were not.87 This ultimately produced a strong political backlash, with Congress at one point even refusing to provide the Commission with necessary funding and forcing it to shut down for several days.88 In 1980, the FTC responded with a Policy Statement on Unfairness that defined and constrained its own unfairness jurisdiction.89 In 1994, Congress amended the Federal Trade Commission Act to codify the three unfairness elements described above, and to require that the Commission ground its decisions on established public policies rather than on the Commissioners' own policy views.90 In the years that followed, the FTC largely refrained from using its unfairness authority and relied, to a far greater extent, on its less controversial deceptive practices jurisdiction.91

In the past decade or so the Commission, responding to growing challenges of the digital society, has once again begun to employ its unfairness jurisdiction.92 Most recently, the FTC has begun to assert unfairness claims against companies

86 Beales, supra note 68; Belt, supra note 74, at 2.
87 Beales, supra note 68; Belt, supra note 74, at 2.
90 15 U.S.C § 45(a) (2012); see also Beales, supra note 68; Belt, supra note 74, at 4.
91 See Beales, supra note 68 (explaining that, subsequent to the 1994 Amendments, the FTC "showed extreme reluctance to assert its unfairness authority").
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The FTC alleged that, given the hotel chain's public representations about how it would protect customer information, its data breaches were an 'obvious and credible threat' to consumers. The Federal Trade Commission v. Wyndham Worldwide Corporation, 791 F.3d 183, 187 (2d Cir. 2015).

The FTC alleged that Wyndham had not taken reasonable steps to prevent the breaches. The FTC argued that the three breaches were serious and that the hotel chain had failed to implement a security program. The FTC also alleged that Wyndham had failed to monitor its systems and had not responded appropriately to customer complaints. The FTC sought to hold Wyndham liable for its negligence in not preventing the breaches.

The court agreed with the FTC, finding that Wyndham had failed to implement adequate security measures. The court also found that Wyndham had not taken reasonable steps to prevent the breaches, and that the hotel chain had not taken adequate steps to respond to customer complaints.

The court's decision was significant because it held a corporation liable for the actions of its employees. The court also ruled that the FTC had the authority to bring an action against a corporation for failing to implement adequate security measures.

The court's decision was also significant because it highlighted the importance of cybersecurity in today's digital age. The court's decision serves as a reminder to businesses that they must take adequate steps to protect customer information and that they can be held liable for failing to do so.
practices to be unfair.\textsuperscript{104} The FTC should accordingly be able to enforce against unfair data security practices unless the Supreme Court's \textit{Brown \& Williamson} decision requires otherwise.\textsuperscript{105}

The court found \textit{Brown \& Williamson} to be distinguishable.\textsuperscript{106} It explained that the Supreme Court had rejected the FDA's asserted jurisdiction over tobacco products because Congress had already settled on a "less extensive regulatory scheme" that conflicted with the FDA's effort,\textsuperscript{107} and because the FDA had on multiple occasions disclaimed its own authority to regulate tobacco products.\textsuperscript{108} By contrast, the court concluded that the FTC's data security unfairness actions complement, rather than conflict with, existing legislation in this area.\textsuperscript{109} The court further found that the FTC had not made the kind of "resolute, unequivocal" disclaimer of authority with respect to data security practices that the FDA had made regarding tobacco products.\textsuperscript{110} Accordingly, the court held that \textit{Brown \& Williamson} did not preclude the FTC's assertion of unfairness authority over unduly lax corporate data security practices.\textsuperscript{111} Given this, the Commission's "broad discretionary authority" allowed it to deem such practices unfair.\textsuperscript{112}

This holding would support FTC's use of its unfairness authority to address harmful big data activities. As with corporate data security practices, an FTC unfairness action against damaging big data practices would not conflict with any existing legislation.\textsuperscript{113} In fact, it would be consistent with, and reinforce, the type of privacy statutes, anti-discrimination laws, and other "established public policies"\textsuperscript{114} on which the Commission would likely base its unfairness determinations. Turning to the second \textit{Brown \& Williamson} factor, it seems clear that the FTC has not "resolute[ly] or unequivocal[ly]" disclaimed its authority to declare certain big data practices to be unfair.\textsuperscript{115} The Commission has said little about this topic. What it has said is consistent with this exercise of authority.\textsuperscript{116} In short, the FTC's use of its unfairness authority to regulate big data would resemble its regulation of data security practices far more closely than it would the FDA's attempt to regulate tobacco products that the Supreme Court rejected in \textit{Brown \& Williamson}. Assuming that the Third Circuit affirms the District Court's ruling in \textit{Wyndham},
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the FTC may well be able to use its unfairness authority to meet the challenges that big data poses. This could turn out to be the true significance of Wyndham.

Wyndham not only supports the FTC’s ability to employ its unfairness jurisdiction, but also provides important guidance on how the Commission can go about doing so. In its Motion to Dismiss, Wyndham Hotels argued that, in the absence of any “rules, regulations, or other guidelines” that formally spell out what kind of data security practices the FTC expects under Section 5, any unfairness-based enforcement action violates constitutional principles of fair notice and Due Process.\(^{117}\) The company maintained that the Commission “cannot rely on enforcement actions to make new rules and concurrently hold a party liable for violating the new rule.”\(^{118}\) If the FTC wants to use its unfairness authority in this way, it must first set out the standards by which it will do so.\(^{119}\) The court accordingly had to determine “whether fair notice requires the FTC to formally issue rules and regulations before it can file an unfairness claim in federal district court.”\(^{120}\)

The District Court concluded that fair notice did not require this practice.\(^{121}\) Citing a bedrock principle of administrative law, the court stated that the decision on whether to make policy through rulemaking or adjudication “lies in the informed discretion of the administrative agency.”\(^{122}\) This principle is especially strong in those situations, like the FTC’s application of Section 5 unfairness to corporate data security practices, where the legal doctrine at issue is a “flexible” one and the facts to which the agency must apply it are “rapidly-evolving.”\(^{123}\) In circumstances such as these, “the problem may be so specialized and varying in nature as to be impossible of capture within the boundaries of a general rule.”\(^{124}\) The agency is best able to determine this and to decide whether to proceed through rulemaking or case-by-case adjudication.\(^{125}\) The District Court accordingly concluded that, in applying a flexible standard like Section 5 to a rapidly changing field such as data security, the FTC was well within its jurisdiction in deciding to make policy through adjudications.\(^{126}\) The court went on to explain that the FTC Act itself, with its three-part unfairness test, provides regulated parties with sufficient notice to comport with Due Process.\(^{127}\) Over time, the Commission’s rulings on data security will elaborate on this statutory standard and create a “body of experience and informed judgment” to which both courts and regulated entities
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"may properly resort for guidance."\textsuperscript{128}

The same should hold true for the FTC’s application of Section 5’s unfairness prong to big data and data analytics. Like data security, big data is a “rapidly-evolving” area.\textsuperscript{129} Big data practices may well present the Commission with problems that are so “varying in nature as to be impossible of capture within the boundaries of a general rule,”\textsuperscript{130} and the FTC, not the courts, will be in the better position to assess this. Just as the District Court held that the FTC could use adjudications to make policy in the realm of data security, other courts will likely hold that it can do so in the field of big data.

This has both advantages and disadvantages. On the negative side, while case-by-case adjudications may provide sufficient notice to comport with constitutional requirements, they inevitably leave some degree of uncertainty as to what, exactly, the FTC will find to be fair or unfair. Businesses will no doubt wish for clearer guidance by which to structure their actions. On the positive side, a case-by-case, adjudicative approach will allow the FTC to proceed incrementally in an area that it does not yet fully understand and so to avoid making generally applicable and rigid rules that do not comport well with business realities. It will further permit the Commission to tailor its rules to the specific circumstances of particular companies and so to implement the unfairness standard in a way that is more in tune with particular circumstances. These virtues are particularly valuable in a still-emerging area such as big data where no one yet knows how the field will evolve and regulatory flexibility and adaptability is key. Assuming that the Third Circuit upholds \textit{Wyndham}, the FTC should be able to proceed in this area through adjudicative policymaking which, even considering the attendant uncertainties, may be better for all concerned.\textsuperscript{131}

Over time, FTC unfairness adjudications will produce a set of precedents, grounded in “established public policies,”\textsuperscript{132} that will draw a line between appropriate uses of big data, and inappropriate uses; between fair practices, and unfair ones. The FTC is suited to this task and, assuming the Third Circuit affirms \textit{Wyndham}, appears to have the legal authority to pursue it. In the meantime, big data users should be able to employ the unfairness framework to distinguish—in a legally-grounded way—between appropriate and inappropriate big data practices. This is vital to reducing big data’s harmful impacts, and so to unlocking and achieving its extraordinary potential.
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